Dear Basilei,

National Headquarters is in the process of developing a National Database. Our goal is to complete it in time to distribute our national publications, the “Krinon”, and the “Courier” and other nationally distributed documents. Our goal is to ensure each financial member receives a copy of these publications.

Attached is an Excel spreadsheet. Each Chapter is asked to complete the spreadsheet electronically using the 2014-15 Per Capita information. This critical information can be collected by your Chapter Tamiouchos as she collects dues for the upcoming sororal year and used to complete the typed Financial Form. Identify your Chapter and Region at the top of the sheet. Please make sure all information entered for Chapter Sorors is accurate.

We are requesting that completed spreadsheets be sent to National Headquarters via email by July 12, 2014 send to:

nspdkhdq@aol.com

Type “Database Info” in the subject area.

Our success will be highly dependent upon your cooperation, support and timely response to this request.

Thank you for your cooperation,

Donna E. Thompson
Technology Coordinator